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Effects of
cultivation

structures on
benthos

Michel J. Kaiser

Potential
effects

associated
with structures

Large scale effects

• Some intertidal areas
are relatively
homogeneous and
often low in diversity

• Cultivation at a
moderate scale can
increase that diversity
by providing new
habitat types

• Excessive cultivation
can greatly depress
diversity

Field demonstration of diversity
responses to on-bed cultivation

• Low levels of
cultivation have +ve
effects, excessive
cultivation rapidly
alter diversity
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Intermediate disturbance hypothesis
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Effects on physics
• Any structure will

increase friction as
water flows across
it.

• Friction increases
sheer stress and
turbulence.

• Increasing
turbulence
accelerates
sedimentation and
transport of food to
the bed.

Effects on biota
• Early opportunists (12

mo) followed by climax
community (30 mo)

• Mean no. indiv. 2.3 to
3.4 times greater

• Abundance of
Chaetozone setosa,
Melinna palmata,
Ampharete acutifrons,
and Tubificoides
benedii all increased
significantly

• Seems to be related
primarily to netting

• But filtration by clams
can also generate
significant turbulence

Spencer, Kaiser & Edwards (1997) J. Appl. Ecol.

Positive
feedback

Contrasts & similarities with on-bed cultivation
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Most importantly, these ecological effects
are largely restricted to the footprint of the
cultivation area

Beadman et al. 2004 J. Appl. Ecol.

Implications of
understanding physics for
site selection

•Not all sand and mudflats are the
same.
•Wave stress is a strong predictor of
bivalve biomass and carrying
capacity.
•By including the effects of netting
on sheer, it should be possible to
model which areas are either optimal
for cultivation, but also those areas
most important for
bird/predators/diversity
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The power of
prediction for
management

• Our improved
understanding of
the interaction
between physics
and biology
enables us to
inform mitigation
measures and
improve yield

With netting

Note different scales

Ln wave stress
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